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What’s This Book All About?
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From the beginning, Why Didn’t I Learn This in College? has been designed to
pull together in one place, in a user-friendly format, much of what many teacher
candidates are introduced to in college. The title is not meant to suggest that most
of the constructs are not “covered” in teacher preparation programs. The intent is
to say truthfully that we did not always internalize all that was introduced, we
completed different courses, or, perhaps, we took an alternative approach to
entering the profession.
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The first two editions are in the hands of hundreds of thousands of new teachers
and their mentors. Veteran teachers also find the text useful as a reminder of
strategies they used in the past and as a source of newer constructs and
approaches to use with the ever-changing demographics of our students. This text
is not meant to sit on a shelf but to be used as a resource on a weekly or daily
basis. To that end, it is written in a teacher-friendly format, presented in an easyon-the-eyes font size, and bound so that it lays open on desks. Dog-earred and
flagged copies are open on teachers’ desks around the world.

How Is the 3rd Edition the Same as Earlier Editions?
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Holds student learning as the central goal of our work
Addresses teachers as leaders of learning and change rather than managers of
the status quo
Based on the premise that the best management program is a strong
instructional program
Features K-12 practitioner examples on Through the Voice Of... pages
Includes practical applications of evidence-based practices
Dedicated to equitable, engaging, and empowering learning for our diverse
learners
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What Is New in the 3rd Edition?
'
'

'
'
'
'
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Updates in every chapter
Chapter III is revised/updated and is now titled:
Building in Rigor and Relevance
Chapter V is revised/updated and is now titled:
Incorporating 21st Century Literacies (Textual, Visual, Digital, and More)
Brief snippets on 21st century educational hot topics
Full pages of totally reviewed and updated Resource Recommendations (print,
digital, and visual) in Chapters II through X
Multiple QR Codes that facilitate quick access to selected Just ASK online
resources aligned with the focus questions addressed in this book
Links to an amazing array of up-to-date web resources embedded throughout
each chapter
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Access More Resources via QR Codes

See the next page for
details about the resources
you will be able to access
when you use these QR
Codes.
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What You Will Find When You Use the QR Codes
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Online Tools and Templates for Why Didn’t I Learn This in College?
There are over 70 tools and templates in PDF format that support approaches
discussed throughout this book. Not only is the availability of specific tools or
templates noted on the corresponding page, there is a small QR Code linked to
the online tools library in an upper corner of the page.
Thumbnails of the tools and templates are available on pages 273-294.
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Just ASK Mentoring Resource Collection
An ever-changing array of resources is available in the collection. Included are
multi-page packets, PowerPoints, short video clips, archives of the Mentoring in
the 21st Century e-newsletter, and monthly mentoring memos and checklists. If
you have a mentor, share it with them; if you do not have a mentor, take a look at
the resources we suggest they share with you.
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Just for the ASKing! (JFTA!) e-Newsletter Library
JFTA! is written by Bruce Oliver, Just ASK senior consultant and author and
former middle school teacher and principal. During his sixteen years as principal
he wrote a weekly staewsletter and continues that practice today with over 150
issues of JFTA! organized into six categories available online.
The three categories referenced in Why Didn’t I Learn This in College? are:
Best Practice in Teaching and Learning, Meeting the Needs of Our Diverse
Learners, and Making Assessment a Learning Experience. These 80 issues
are, quite frankly. equivalent to another book that is yours at NO cost “just for
the clicking.”
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Making the Standards Come Alive! (MSCA!) e-Newsletter Library
Written by Heather Clayton, Just Ask consultant and author and practicing
elementary principal, MSCA! is replete with well-written (and practiced on a
daily basis) guidance about building community, mindfulness, and instructional
approaches she has used herself and challenges all around her to use as well. Do
not miss these pearls of wisdom. This educational leader walks the talk!

Just ASK Resource Center: Best Practice in Teaching and Learning
Resources here include not only tools developed by the Just ASK team; you will
also find tools. templates, and exemplars of unit plans and fully developed units
from practitioners across the country. We do special shout outs to Edutopia as
an exceptional resource of easy-to-read sound ideas about issues facing
educators today and the Colorado Department of Education for an incredible
collection of fully developed units you can use across the K-12curriculum.

iv
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Chapter I: Teaching & Learning in the 21 Century

What New Teachers Need to Know
st

Teaching and Learning in the 21 Century
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As a result of over thirty years of teaching, leading, and learning from children
and adults, it is clear to me that while beginning teachers may have been told and
may believe that they need classroom management skills, what they really need to
know is how to set up classroom conditions where high level engagement and
learning can occur. It is easier to say that new teachers need classroom
management skills than it is to say that they need to develop strong instructional
programs. The dilemma with focusing on management is that the end we have
in mind for our learners is not that they be well-managed, but that they be
well-educated. This book is based on the tenet that the best management system
is a strong instructional program.
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When we focus on well-educated as opposed to well-managed, we must
communicate that we not only believe in the capacity of our students to achieve at
high levels but that we have a sense of our own self-efficacy. We can do this many
ways. We need to let students know is that we know (or want to know) who they
are, that we know what we are talking about, and that we are well prepared. To do
that, we need knowledge of content and content standards, as well as a
repertoire and skills for designing learning experiences in ways that make
learning accessible to all learners, and, last but not least, we need incredible
organizational skills for setting up and leading a micro-society.
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The term “leadership” is preferable to the term “management”
because “to manage” means to “maintain the status quo” while “to
lead” means “to take to a new place” and, therefore, implies that
change and growth are expected. Entries defining manage in
Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary include “to handle or
direct with a degree of skill,” “to make and keep submissive,” “to alter
by manipulation.” Entries describing lead in the same dictionary
include “to guide on a way especially by going in advance,” “to tend
toward or have a result,” “to direct on a course or in a direction.” The
desired outcome in our classrooms is clearly the latter.

The questions that are the focus of this book are based on the belief that leading
the learning is preferable to managing the learning. Teachers must see themselves
as leaders and agents of change capable of not only leading students in their
content learning but in learning how to learn and in developing their own sense of
self-efficacy and empathy. This is true not only for teachers new to the profession
but also for all us who see ourselves as life-long learners.

1
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Chapter I: Teaching & Learning in the 21 Century

Top Ten Tips

st

for Teaching and Learning in the 21 Century
1. Begin with the end in mind... the end of the year, the end of the unit of study,
the end of the lesson. Always ask myself what students are supposed to know
as a result of the units and lessons I plan.

2. Make the use of 10:2 Theory and Wait Time as much a part of my professional
practice as brushing my teeth is of my personal life!
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3. Help students access and use prior knowledge at the beginning of each new unit
of study. Don't ever skip this step!

4. Have students process and summarize their learning inside and outside of
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class. Use homework as formative assessment data rather than as a
management tool. Include technology as a learning tool when available and
appropriate.

5. Use a wide range of assessment strategies including pre-assessment. Help
students develop strong self-assessment habits and goal setting skills.

6. Use the research on differences in learners (learning styles, multiple
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intelligences, modality preferences, language acquisition, cultural differences,
special needs, etc.) as a check and balance system on my instructional
decisions.

7. Make learning active and relevant! Be sure that my students are the workers
not spectators watching me work. Help them make real-world connections.

8. Analyze the levels/kinds of thinking required in the learning standards and
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make sure the questions, learning experiences, assignments, and assessments I
design are rigorous, feature 21st century skills and tools, and are aligned with
the thinking required by the standards. Remember to go beyond fact-based
teaching.

9. Work collaboratively to use student work and classroom assessment data in
combination with standardized achievement results to inform my instructional
decisions.

10. Always remember: Kids are people and deserve to be treated accordingly. When
setting up routines and procedures, focus on learning rather than compliance
and control.
See the next page for Why Didn’t I Learn This in College? page
references for each of these tips.

5
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Chapter II: Creating a Positive Learning Environment

It’s All About Relationships
Words of Wisdom from California Mentors
At the 2019 California Induction Conference we asked a group of mentors what
they know now that they wish they had known when they were new teachers. An
analysis led to an interesting trend; the majority of the responses focused on the
importance of building relationships with students. A few of those responses are
found below.
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I didn't have to know it all; I could ask students to help me learn something
I could allow students to talk to each other to learn and share their learning
It's okay to laugh and have fun with the students
To take the time to build relationships and get to know students; to know that
they weren't difficult students, I just didn't know their story
Building relationships with my students was way more critical to teaching the
content than my content knowledge
I was responsible for the energy in the classroom and whatever I wanted to see
in my students, I needed to “bring it”
How to focus on cultural proficient pedagogy and social emotional learning
The impact that relationships with my students would have made
Behavior isn't a personal attack; it is a chance to support the student
Be more culturally aware of students
Taking risks is worth the risk
How to better establish presence and build positive relationships, but more so
I wish I had known that was the most important thing to do with your new
class
Kids respond well to a teacher who is authentic, who is willing to share with
them on a personal level, not just on a content-based focus
Non-verbal communication was just as effective, if not more, than my constant
verbal communication with students
How important it is to build relationships first
Building relationships is the most important part of classroom management
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What I know now that
I wish I had known when I was a new teacher

'
'
'
'

For more information on the power of relationship building see Edutopia's
“The Power of Relationships in School” at www.edutopia.org/video/powerrelationships-schools.
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Chapter II: Creating a Positive Learning Environment

What to Try with

Students Who Do Not Participate
It is unacceptable for students not to participate, so we need a multitude of
strategies for helping them become active members of the learning community.
The better we can identify the cause for the lack of participation, the better we can
select our intervention. No one of these options is guaranteed to work all the time,
but teacher commitment to having all students participate is the first step.

'

Use positive non-verbal encouragement such as nods, smiles, eye contact.

'

Have students call on another student by naming that student and repeating
the question for that student.

'

Use limited number of “I Pass On This One” cards.

'

Use slates or signal cards as a means of non-verbal responses.

'

Have students work in pairs and report their partner's answer.

'

Listen in during small group discussions/work to see if the student is
responding/participating in that setting. If so, either you or a student in the
group can paraphrase what the student said.

'

Interact with the student during small group discussions.

'

Conventional wisdom is that questions should be “beamed” to the entire class.
With students who tend not to participate, call the name before asking the
question as in, “Jose, how did...?” To hold the rest of the class accountable, you
can call on another student with a follow-up question such as, “Maria, what
variable did he have to analyze to...?”
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Use Wait Time. That is three to five seconds, not three minutes!
Give choices. “Is it A or B?”
Ask opinion questions. “If you had to decide which action to take, what would
you do/recommend?”
Repeat question using simpler language.

'
'
'

'

Hold private conferences for building relationships, identifying causes of lack
of participation, and pinpointing areas of interest or concern of student.

'

Following private personal interaction, meet the student at the door and
privately use one of the following statements as appropriate to the situation:
a. “Here is the answer to #10. I'll call on you to answer it."
b. “We're going to review Exercise 2B and I am going to ask you to answer #5.
Be ready.”
c. “We're going to be doing exercise 2B. Look through it and signal me which
one you'll be ready to answer.”

37
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Chapter II: Creating a Positive Learning Environment

The Bottom Line

A Good Place to Learn
A classroom where students’ basic emotional and academic needs are met.

'

A classroom where students are taught at the level at which they can learn,
where they receive encouragement and recognition for the progress they are
making.

'

A place where people are civil, empathic, and courteous and where laughter
springs from joy brought about by involvement with caring people involved in
learning.

'

A place where communication is practiced and not preached, where teachers
and students talk with, not at, each other.

'

A place that has reasonable rules that everyone agrees to because they are
beneficial to individuals and to the group; rules that both teachers and
students have a democratic stake in because everyone has a say in making and
changing the rules as the need arises.

'

A place where students feel accepted as persons with dignity who are asked to
evaluate their own behavior and to take the responsibility for better behavior
or suffer the natural consequences for their actions.

'

A place where every effort is made to let each learner know that the
expectations are that they will meet high standards of learning and every effort
is made to ensure that each learner has a reasonable chance of success - that
is, a place that lets all students know that they “belong,” that they have a stake
in what goes on here and that we expect them to succeed and to be active and
responsible group members.
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'

A place that is designed to prepare students for life beyond the classroom.

'

A place where all learners know what excellence looks and sounds like and all
are engaged in the pursuit of that excellence.

'

A place where diverse cultures, perspectives, and approaches to learning are
not only accepted, but applauded.

'

A place where questions are just as important as answers.

'

A place where a love of reading is promoted and highly valued by all.
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Chapter III: Rigor and Relevance

Resource Recommendations
(See more information on these taxonomies and frameworks on pages 55-57.)
All resources listed on this page can be accessed
via the QR Codes found on the 3rd page of the Table of Contents.

Bloom’s Taxonomy
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Webb’s Depth of Knowledge (DOK)
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https://cft.vanderbilt.edu/guides-sub-pages/blooms-taxonomy
Both the original and updated versions of Bloom’s are well-respected
taxonomies that are embedded in most sets of state learning standards.
Bloom’s is based on the construct that learners must master lower levels of
thinking about a topic before they move to the higher levels of thinking; that is,
students must remember and comprehend before they can evaluate or create.

Webb's DOK Guide

k

www.edutopia.org/blog/webbs-depth-knowledge-increase-rigor-gerald-aungst.
Edutopia provides a brief and clear explanation of Webb’s Depth of
Knowledge (DOK). An important point is that students do not need to master
lower levels before they do Level 4 tasks; that is, all students can do strategic
and extended thinking. Level 4 tasks are definitely rigorous!
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This resource provides an overview of the Webb’s levels and several pages
describing each level. There are many suggested activities for each level of
DOK which can help you develop activities in your class.
www.aps.edu/rda/documents/resources/Webbs_DOK_Guide.pd
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How Are Bloom’s Taxonomy and Webb’s Depth of Knowledge Different?
www.synergiseducation.com/blooms-taxonomy-and-webbs-depth-ofknowledge/
The differences are described through the use of large easy-to-read graphics
and few words. This is worthy of your time.

Daggett’s Rigor and Relevance Framework
www.leadered.com/pdf/Rigor Relevance Framework White Paper 2016.pdf.
The Rigor/Relevance Framework: A Guide to Focusing Resources to
Increase Student Performance.
The Rigor and Relevance Framework includes four quadrants built on
Bloom’s Taxonomy and an application model. Quadrant D tasks which
require the application of knowledge in real world unpredictable situations are
definitely rigorous!
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Chapter IV: Making Learning Active

Active Learning Strategies to Use

If You Want...
Students to collaborate in pairs or small groups
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To gather pre-assessment data

Teammates Consult (Kagan) - 97
Connection Collections - 72-74
Sort Cards - 93-95
Numbered Heads Together (Kagan) - 90
Artistic Impressions - 103
Walking Tour - 105
Musical Moments - 66
ABC-XYZ - 95
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Think-Pair-Share- 98
Learning Buddies - 252-253
Reciprocal Teaching - 130
Graffiti - 79-80
Consensus Conclusions - 76
Collaborative Controversy - 76
Frame of Reference - 78
Movement Matters - 106

Stir the Class - 96
Journals - 81-82
Three-Column Charts - 100
Graffiti - 79-80
Think-Pair-Share - 98
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Anticipation/Reaction Guide - 68
Signal Cards, Tablets - 144
Sort Cards - 93-94
Frame of Reference - 78
Line-Ups (Kagan) - 89

Students to access prior knowledge
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Anticipation/Reaction Guide - 68
Corners (Kagan) - 77
Stir the Class - 96
Frame of Reference - 78
Line-Ups (Kagan) - 89
Think-Pair-Share - 98

Three-Column Charts - 100
Journals - 81-82
Word Splash - 88
Graffiti - 79-80
All Hands on Deck - 69
Paragraph Predictions - 88

To surface misconceptions and naïve understandings
Anticipation/Reaction Guide - 68
Line-Ups (Kagan) 89
Three-Column Charts - 100
Frame of Reference - 78
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Facts and Folklore - 71
Journals - 81-82
Think-Pair-Share - 98
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Chapter IV: Making Learning Active

Active Learning Strategies to Use

If You Want...
Students to set purpose for reading, listening, or viewing
Journals - 81-82
Anticipation/Reaction Guide - 68
Facts and Folklore - 71
Paragraph Predictions - 88
Genius Hour (Passion Projects) - 107
Project-Based Learning - 166
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Collection Connections - 72
Walking Tour - 105
Three-Column Charts - 100
Corners (Kagan) - 77
Line-Ups - 89
Word Splash - 88
Reciprocal Teaching - 130

Discussions over Time and Place - 101
Biopoems - 70
Graffiti - 79-80
Scavenger Hunt - 91
Consensus Conclusions - 76
Connection Collections - 72-74
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3-2-1 - 99
Ticket to Leave - 104
Journals - 81-82
Interactive Notebooks - 83-84
Reciprocal Teaching - 130
ABC to XYZ - 95
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Students to summarize their learning
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To check for understanding and gather formative assessment data
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Signal Cards, Tablets - 144
Ticket to Leave - 104
Journals - 81-82
Sort Cards - 93-94
Scavenger Hunt - 91
Think-Pair-Share - 98
Movement Matters - 106

3-2-1 - 99
I Have the Question, Who Has the Answer? - 85
Tic-Tac-Toe - 86
Slates, Whiteboards, and Tablets - 146
Numbered Heads Together (Kagan) - 90
Consensus Conclusions - 76
ABC-XYZ - 95

To have students “handle” their learning
All Hands on Deck - 69
Tic-Tac-Toe - 86
Sort Cards - 93-94
Connection Collections - 72-74
Movement Matters - 106
I Have the Question, Who Has the Answer? - 85
Inside-Outside Circles (Kagan) - 87, 123

67
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Chapter IV: Making Learning Active

Active Learning Strategies to Use

If You Want...
To promote student reflection, self-assessment, and goal setting
Three-Column Charts - 100
Interactive Notebooks - 83-84
Project-Based Learning - 166
Reflections on My Week - 29
Peer and Self Assessment - 153
Self Assessment - 155
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Learning Logs and Journals - 81-82
Consensus Conclusions - 76
Sort Cards - 93-94
Self-Assessment Rubrics -156-158
Genius Hour (Passion Projects) - 107
Performance Assessment Task List - 152

Walking Tour - 105
Learning Buddies - 252-253
Corners (Kagan) - 77
Inside-Outside Circles (Kagan) - 123
Simulations - 101-102
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Scavenger Hunt - 91-92
Stir the Class - 96
Graffiti - 79-80
Consensogram - 75
Line-Ups (Kagan) - 89
Movement Matters - 106
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To build in movement
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To emphasize creativity and critical thinking skills
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ABC-XYZ - 106
Grafitti - 79-80
RAFT - 102
Discussions Over Time and Place - 101
Questioning - 54-56
Connection Collections - 72-74
Walking Tour - 105
Rigor and Relevance Framework - 57
Musical Moments - 106
21st Century Thinking Skills - 59-60

Biopoems - 92
Consensogram - 75
Artistic Impressions - 103.
Genius Hour - 107
Simulations - 101
Project-Based Learning (PBL) - 166
Interactive Notebooks 83-84
Facts and Folklore - 71
Collaborative Controversy - 76
Text Frames - 122

To promote vocabulary development
Graffiti - 80
Scavenger Hunt - 91
Three-Column Charts - 100
Signal Cards and Tablets - 144
Inside-Outside Circles (Kagan) - 123
I Have the Question, Who Has the Answer
.
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Tic-Tac-Toe - 86
Sort Cards - 93-94
Movement Matters - 106
Word Splash/Picture Splash - 88
Frayer Model - 126
- 85
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Chapter V: Incorporating 21 Century Literacies

Points to Ponder...
st

What Does It Mean to Be Literate in the 21 Century?
th
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20 Century Background
According to NCREL’s Literacy in the Digital Age report, in the early 1900s
basic literacy meant being able to write one’s name and in the 1930s it was
redefined to include reading and writing. The National Literacy Act (1991)
defined literacy as “as individual’s ability to read, write, and speak in English,
and compute and solve problems at levels of proficiency necessary to function
on the job in society to achieve one’s goals, and develop one’s knowledge and
potential.”
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New Jersey Core Curriculum’s Definition of Literacy (2002)
' Speak for a variety of purposes and audiences.
' Listen in a variety of situations to information from a variety of sources.
' Write in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content and form
for different audiences and purposes.
' Read various materials and texts with comprehension and critical analysis.
' View, understand, and use nontextual visual information
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Thomas Friedman on Literacy (2007)
“Literacy in the 21st century will mean the ability to find information, decode it,
critically evaluate it, organize it into personal digital libraries, and find
meaningful ways to share it with others. Information is a raw material students will need to learn to build with it.”The World is Flat
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International Literacy Association (ILA) (2016)
“Literacy is the ability to identify, understand, interpret, create, compute, and
communicate using visual, audible, and digital materials across disciplines and
in any context.”
American Library Association on Digital Literacy (2019)
Digital literacy is "the ability to use information and communication
technologies to find, evaluate, create, and communicate information, requiring
both cognitive and technical skills.”
UNESCO Definition of Literacy (2018)
“Beyond its conventional concept as a set of reading, writing, and counting
skills, literacy is now understood as a means of identification, understanding,
interpretation, creation, and communication in an increasingly digital, textmediated, information-rich and fast-changing world.”
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Chapter V: Integrating Literacy Instruction
st

Incorporating 21 Century Literacies
How Am I Doing?
Mark each item: W for Working Well, G for Goal for the Month, or N for Not Yet
Focus on Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing Using a Variety
of Sources and Formats
I provide opportunities for students to:

____
____
____
____
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____
____
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____
____

Speak for a variety of purposes and audiences.
Listen reflectively and analytically to information from a wide array of
sources and form questions for follow up or further investigation.
Distinguish between relevant and irrelevant details, facts, and opinions.
Write in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content and form
for different audiences and purposes.
Read various texts, print and digital, with comprehension and critical
analysis.
Identify and interpret the purposes and perspectives of writers, graphic
designers, and speakers.
Develop expertise in determining the validity, relibiliiy, currentness of
information and the credibility of the source.
Create and communicate information in nontextual visual formats.
Build a repertoire of strategies, media possibilities, and presentation modes
and learn when to use which.
Do technical reading such as manuals, charts, surveys, and graphs.
Curate information gathered through various communication channels
(print, digital, visual, local, and global) and then create and communicate
what is learned locally and globally.

ea

____
____

Focus on Reading to Learn
____
____

____
____

I create a text-rich environment by collecting, displaying, and using a wide
variety of subject-related books, magazines, posters, etc., in the classroom.
I provide opportunities for students to locate, organize, and use information
from various sources to answer questions, solve problems, and
communicate ideas.
I use diverse fiction and non-fiction sources to include many authors and
perspectives, as well as children’s and young adult literature.
I teach reading as a process of constructing meaning through the interaction
of the reader’s prior knowledge and experiences, the information presented
in the text, and the context/purpose of the reading.
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Chapter V: Incorporating 21 Century Literacies
st

Incorporating 21 Century Literacies
How Am I Doing?
Mark each item: W for Working Well, G for Goal for the Month, or N for Not Yet

____
____

Sn

ea

k

____

ek

____

I facilitate vocabulary development and comprehension by explicitly
teaching the meaning of content-specific theories, concepts, and words
(including affixes, prefixes, and common roots used frequently in the
content area).
I teach the recognition and analysis of text structure and the use of graphic
organizers which capture the thinking approach used by authors.
I analyze and evaluate instructional materials by considering readability,
content, length, format, cultural orientation, and illustrations/visuals.
I model my thinking aloud while reading so that students hear what good
readers do when they are tackling text.
I know the habits/behavior patterns held by unsuccessful readers and have
developed a repertoire of strategies to help students change those habits.

Pe

____
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Making Assessment a Learning Experience
Dump Your Brain

Consensus Testing
st

ek

Prior to distributing an assessment have students quickly write down all the
information they can remember from their studying. As appropriate, suggest that
they create a graphic organizer or other visual representation that connects facts
and ideas. Students then have information/interpretations at their fingertips as
they complete the assessment. (New York 4th graders have had to create a
graphic organizer of their pre-writing thinking before crafting an extendedresponse essay using multiple sources on the state writing assessment.)

ea

k

Pe

To incorporate the collaborative skills 21 century employers desire, have
students complete a series of problems or write an extended-response essay
individually. Then have them work in groups of two or three to compare answers
and reach consensus about the best answers or most important points to
include. Have students submit both their individual and group assessments. The
discussions and debate in this process cause the learning to continue and mimic
the type of interactions that adults engage in their work environments. (NOTE:
In graduate school I had to complete and submit a statistics exam with professorselected classmate. Having to reach consensus made a difficult assessment even
more difficult.)

What I Studied and You Didn’t ASK

Sn

Prepare an assessment that has questions worth a total of 90 points. The last
statement on the test indicates that the student can earn up to 10 additional
points by responding to this statement in complete sentences: What I Studied and
You Didn’t Ask. Have them also explain why they thought this was important.
With this approach, you empower students, get interesting feedback, and even if
the test was in a short answer/select-an-answer format, the students are
practicing their writing skills a bit.

Tell Me More
When you prepare a multiple-choice format assessment, select 4 or 5 questions
for which students must also explain why their selected answer is the best/correct
and how the other choices are flawed. In addition to giving the student the typical
a,b,c,d choice for answers, include blank lines under the selected items for
students to record their rationale/evidence. This justification for the answers will
increase rigor and demonstrate show a more in-depth understanding of the
content.
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Chapter VII: Planning Instruction

??? ?? ?
TOP TEN QUESTIONS
to ask myself as I design lessons

st

1 Oval

1. What should students know and be able to do as a result of this lesson? How
are these objectives related to state learning standards and district
curriculum?
nd

ek

2 Oval

2. How will students demonstrate what they know and what they can do? What
will be the assessment criteria and what form will it take?

3rd Oval (Questions 3-10)

Sn

ea

k

Pe

3. How will I find out what students already know (pre-assessment), and how
will I help them access what they know and have experienced both inside and
outside the classroom? How will I help them build on prior experiences, deal
with misconceptions, and reframe their thinking when appropriate?
4. How will new knowledge, concepts, and skills be introduced? Given the
diversity of my students and the task analysis, what are my best options for
sources and presentation modes?
5. How will I facilitate student processing (meaning making) of new information
or processes? What key questions, activities, and assignments (in class or
homework) will promote understanding, retention, and transfer?
6. What shall I use as formative assessments or checks for understanding during
the lesson? How can I use the data from those assessments to inform my
teaching decisions?
7. What do I need to do to scaffold and extend instruction so that the learning
experiences are productive for all students? What are multiple ways students
can access information and then process and demonstrate their learning?
8. How will I Frame the Learning so that students know the objectives, the
rationale for the objectives and activities, the directions and procedures, as
well as the assessment criteria at the beginning of the learning process?
9. How will I build in opportunities for students to make real-world connections
and to learn and use the rigorous and complex 21st century thinking skills
they need to succeed in the classroom and the world beyond?
10. What adjustments need to be made in the learning environment so that all
students feel welcome as members of our learning communitiy and we can
work and learn efficiently during this study?
See online Tools 63, 30, and 46 for lesson design templates.
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Chapter VIII: Setting Yourself Up for Success

In the Beginning
Starting the Year Out Right
Take Care of Yourself
Sleep as much as you can the week before you report to work. Unless you are a
triathlete you are going to be more tired on the Friday of the first week of school
than you have ever been in your entire life. It does not matter how long you have
been teaching or how organized you are, the first week is absolutely exhausting.

k

Pe

ek

Especially in the first years, you will spend many hours beyond the school day
preparing lessons, preparing paperwork, and critiquing student work. There is
absolutely no way to escape that reality. If you do not do that level of preparation,
your classroom life will be so draining that you will be even more tired. It is,
however, essential that throughout the year you identify times when you will not
think about your professional life, and instead concentrate on your physical,
emotional, and social well-being. There is little chance that a teacher can lead a
lively social life Monday through Thursday, because there is no way you can
“party” during the week and face kindergartners, 4th, 8th, or 12th graders the next
morning. During the week do fit in a stop at the gym, a walk in the park, an early
dinner with a friend, or an hour or so at a bookstore with a coffee shop.

Setting Up Your Office

Sn

ea

Figure out what you want to have with you during your first week in your new
professional home. While the school system will provide supplies and equipment
of a generic sort, bringing your own personal/professional items will make your
desk or your office space feel more like you really belong there. Items might
include a few favorite books, a picture or poster that makes you smile, a plant, a
pencil holder, or other such storage items. If you are a plant person, purchase a
low maintenance one for your desk, the top of the file cabinet or the window ledge.
If you share a room, ask for a corner to call your own or make whatever corner or
cubicle where you keep your materials look and feel like a professional home.
If the school system/school does not provide them, make computer generated
business cards for yourself. You can find sheets of business cards with templates
provided at any office supply store. For ideas about format, look at the samples at
the photocopy center at the store. While you are at it, create a letterhead that you
can use in your printer or the school copier for the messages you want to send
home to parents or to colleagues.
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Chapter IX: Organizing the Classroom for Learning

Avoid Mayhem!
Prevention Beats Intervention Any Day
Use known or easy content to teach a new process, and use a known
process to introduce or teach difficult new content.
Combining new processes and new content is guaranteed to cause frustration,
confusion, or even chaos. Don’t do it!

ek

MBWA

Pe

“Management by walking around” works in the business world and in the
classroom. It even works on the highways. Ever notice how everyone slows down
when they see a police car...even on the other side of the roadway, engaged in
giving someone else a ticket? It is the power of proximity! Fred Jones puts it this
way: “Either you work the crowd or the crowd will work you.” Circulate,
Circulate, Circulate!

Avoiding (or at Least Minimizing) Teacher-Induced Mayhem
Activity level thinking: If we do not begin with clear learning
outcomes in mind, we are likely to make bad decisions when there are
interruptions of instructional time, materials, or resources are not
available, or our planned approach is not working. If learning
outcomes are clear, we can move more calmly to Plan B and not just
get frustrated or exasperated about the fact that Plan A didn’t work.

'

Materials and space not ready to go

'

”Winging-it:” Prior to teaching, we need to read the material we ask
students to read, to carefully read the manuals that guide our use of
instructional materials, and do the exercises the students are asked to
do. If we do not do so, we can get into serious problems with pacing,
student attentiveness, student success, etc.

Sn

ea

k

'

'

Letting off-the-mark behavior or backtalk interrupt instruction:
Develop those nonverbal responses of “The Look,” wait time, and
proximity to deal with such issues; that is all we need 75 to 85 percent
of the time.

'

Unclear directions and expectations

'

Unrealistic expectations: Ten-year olds are ten-years old and can only
sit still and/or be quiet for so long; the same is true for each age group!

'

Work that is too hard or too easy: The result is not a pretty picture.
Frustrated and/or bored students can really interrupt instruction. The
best management program is a strong instructional program!
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Chapter X: Working with Parents as Partners

Communication with Parents 101
(Beyond Emails snd LMSs)
Absolutely, use emails and LMSs (Learning Management Systems like Blackboard
and Canvas). Do, however, consider the pros and cons of those as tools for
communication with parents.

What Are the Potential Problems?

ek

'

Emails are easily forwarded. And they can be changed/edited before they are
forwarded. They are sometimes accidently forwarded to the wrong person, or
worse yet, are published online and even go viral!
Online grade books and progress reports on LMSs usually report grades
(averaged, of course), but do not usually report what students have actually
learned or how engaged and excited they were with the learning experiences
you orchestrate.

Pe

'

The Most Important Actions to Take

'

Ask parents what communication methods would work best for them.
Ask yourself what communication methods would allow you to accomplish
what you want to accomplish and still maintain a life.
Find common ground.

k

'
'

ea

Quick and easy options include texting and tweeting but please do not use those
communication methods while you are teaching as you need to be in the moment
with your students and hastily written messages can be off-the-mark and
regretted later. In many states, it is illegal to text, write and read e-mails, or tweet
while driving. Teaching is just as complex as driving! In both situations, you need
to keep both hands on the steering wheel and both eyes on the road!

Sn

An interesting option is recommended by Meghan Bogardus Corteza, associate
editor of EdTech: Focus on K–12 (https://edtechmagazine.com). She
recommends Bloomz (www.bloomz.net) saying, “With the vibe of a social
networking site, Bloomz has teachers invite parents to join the class group. Once
there, parents have access to class schedules, photo albums, private messaging
with teachers and other parents, and interactive sign-up sheets.” Bloomz is free
for teachers and parents.

Virtual Office Hours with Video Conferencing/Calling
Identify and communicate the hours when you will answer calls and ask parents
when they are willing to receive calls. Identify an app that works for you and the
families you serve and go for it. Just remember, that when the office is closed,
you do not have to take the call unless it is an emergency. Zoom has swept across
the country joining Facetime, Skype, and Google apps as popular parental
communication tools.
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